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Abstract A new hypothesis is proposed which considers mass as a charge which produces a
special field during its movement likewise the electric charge creates magnetic one. This
approach throws new light on vortexes formation since interaction of moving mass with the
considered field exerts swirling effect. Some aspects of turbulence in flows near walls and in
blown electric arc discharge were considered to validate the hypothesis in the cases of cold
and high-temperature flows. The theoretical results are found to comply with experiment well.

1. INTRODUCTION
Though turbulence has been studied more than hundred years, its real essence seems to be

unknown jet. The hydrodynamic instability is usually considered as the sole reason for
turbulence origination in 'cold' flows, and friction is regarded to be the only cause of turbulent
eddies formation [1]. Such approach makes great difficulty in theoretical modelling of
turbulent flows that has given rise to variety of semi-empirical methods [2]. At the same time,
many natural phenomena point to existence of special field which produces vortexes due to its
interaction with moving mass (tornadoes, cyclones, turbulent eddies). This conclusion is
especially evident if the analogy with the movement of electric charges in magnetic field is
taken into account. Indeed, mass must be regarded as a charge due to existence of static
gravitational interaction. Hence moving mass has to produce a special field likewise the
magnetic one is created by electric charges. The Nature is not so wasteful as to develop
different laws for diverse charges. Anyhow, this idea is rather worthy to be checked
experimentally, and turbulence is a suitable phenomenon for this purpose.

The hypothesis assumes that vortexes created by friction produce their self-field which is
time-varying due to instability of the eddies. The varying field, for its part, induces the
secondary unstable eddies which self-field is directed appositely to that of initial 'friction'
vortexes. The last are not the sole source of secondary eddies origination. Another reason for
their arriving is the field produced by mass flow along the duct. This field can be also varying
because of flow instability. It is reasonable to assume that just the induced secondary unstable
eddies are responsible for turbulent disturbance of flows. They can become self-sustaining after
attaining some critical magnitude of their field intensity. Therefore these critical conditions
must be ascertained to provide possibility for theoretical simulation of turbulence.

The proposed method enables the known laws of magnetic field to be applied for
theoretical analysis of turbulent flows and to operate with average characteristics of unstable
eddies that can significantly simplify the modelling procedure especially in such intricate cases
like turbulent arc discharges.

Some validation of the hypothesis was made in[3-6] which provided evidence in its favour.
The results of previous and new verifications and some improvements are given in this paper
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2. GENERAL RELATIONS
Equilibrium between mass-vortex field and translation degrees of freedom may be

considered as an appropriate critical condition for turbulence origination since induced eddies
become resistant to the destroying when their specific energy exceeds that of random

molecular movement. The equilibrium conditions can be defined as pv£ / 2 = [iQHgq 12 ox

(1)

Where p and Vt, are density and velocity of chaotic molecular movement, //eq is equilibrium
magnitude of mass-vortex field strength, and juo =7.547xlO8 m/kg is basic ('vacuum')
permeability of the field [3]. For ideal gas (P/p=kT / m, v^ = j&PI row, where k is
Boltzmann's constant, T -temperature, m - mass of particle, and P - pressure )„ eq.(l) can be
transformed to

Heq = VSP/KUQ (2)
eq

For mass-vortex field at atmospheric pressure, //eq=1.837xl0"2 =0.02 kg/ms.
The eq.(2) shows that for a certain ideal gas the equilibrium value of field strength depends
only on pressure, and the possibility of induced eddies arising increases with the pressure fall.
The eq.(2) is apparently useful for estimation of local equilibrium conditions.

Relations for mass flow in a cylindrical duct (pipe) will be considered below. Due to
similarity of mass- vortex and electro- magnetic fields, mass-flow density pu (u is velocity of
the flow along a duct) corresponds to current density j and total gas -flow rate

R

G = 2n\p(r)u(r)rdr matches to current /. . Now the expression for the vortex- field strength
0

follows from the analogy. This field will be considered as 'applied' one with respect to self-
field of turbulent eddy

= -\p{r)u{r)rdr (3)
r o

In accordance with the considered model, onset of the turbulence due to mass flow along a
duct is impossible just at the axis. The critical distance depends on the intensity of the flow. If
the flow is unstable //appi contains time-varying component which induces the secondary
unstable eddies. These eddies are formed around a circumference 2m that is also the length of
average line for vortexes self-field. In this case, the strength of field in the centre of the vortex
is given by the expression

1 v

(4)

Here <P = vy is the 'flux' of eddies (similarly to magnetic flux), v is velocity of eddy rotation
at distance y from its center.
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3. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

3.1 Turbulence in flows near walls
In order to get more detail insight into effect of mass-vortex field, the analysis of cold flows

in tube seems to be expedient. In accordance with the hypothesis, turbulence is originated at
the sufficient value of the mass-flow field. This field can be created both by mass flow along a
duct and by eddies formed due to friction in zone adjoining the canal wall. The latter way
seems to be more effective at low temperature and just the wall friction must be responsible
for the primary arising turbulence in this case.

The intensity of vortex field is described by eq. (4). It may be adopted for cold flow: p
=const, and for ideal vortex the flux <PV is also independent of r. On these assumptions eq. (4)
takes the form

Hv=p0v(\nym-\nyo) (5)

Friction creates swirl which will be marked by subscript lfr' while induced eddies have
subscript 'v'. The strength Heq is produced by friction vortex in its centre distant at yeq from
the tube wall . The quantity Heq /p corresponds to the vortex flux forced by wall friction at
the point of equilibrium where In (ym /yo ) must be equal to unity. Comparison with
experiment shows that along a certain part of velocity profile the flux is independent of
distance, and the strength of the field increases only owing to the changing distance from the
wall. The same is also valid for induced eddies. At the same time, the strength of induced
eddies field amounts to zero at the point of origination because their external and internal sizes
are equal at this moment: ym = yo, and In iyjyo) = 0. The field strength increases with the
distance from the wall due to rise of yjyo

Induced vortexes create own field directed opposite to the initial one and this field
compensates the whole access of total strength above equilibrium value after attaining the
equilibrium state. Therefore at Hv >Heq, the total strength must be constant and equal to Heq,
So at Hv=Heq, the field of friction eddies accounts for H/r = 2Heq. It is reasonable to assume
that the same relation is valid at equilibrium point where Hfr = Heq and that this ratio Hv=
0.5Hfr is constant along the interval of their subsequent doubling. At the same time at Hfr <
Heq,, the fluxes of friction and induced vortexes must be equal @fr=0v. since the latter cannot
arrive together with the first one because there must be a threshold for its origination. In order
to satisfy these conditions, induced eddies must be originated at Hfr = 0.5 Heq. At these
assumptions, the plot of Hv bends at Hfr = Heq.

The hypothesis assumes that velocity profile is specified by induced vortexes. The
experimental universal velocity profile (where variables are presented in non-dimension form:
w+ =u/(xjp f *5; y* =y(rjpf5 Iv.) consist of three sections: 1- laminar sublayer near the wall
(u+=y+), 2- intermediate zone ( u* =a2+b2 lny+), 3- turbulent zone ( w+ = a3 + b^lny*).
A certain proportion between the vortex flux value and distance from the wall must exist
due to the similarity of vortexes and velocity profiles. It can be defined as lny+ = Cln(ym /y0) =
C {Hfr / Heq), where ym, yo are external and internal radii of the vortex. Factor C is
determined at equilibrium conditions: C = In j / ^ . In this case, the expression for eddy field
strength can be transformed to Hfr = &eq p In (ym /y0) = (0eq I C ) p In >-+ . This result
enables the parameters of velocity profile to be determined theoretically accounting for
boundary conditions at the point of its laminar and intermediate parts joining: ifj = y\ ;
(dw+ /d_y+ )j = b2 /y+j• = 1.. On the other hand, eddies arrive just at the joining point and it can
be also marked as origination one:>>+y = y+

or.
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Equilibrium for friction vortexes is established at some distance from the wall yeq . It
corresponds to local shear-stress Reynolds number yeqv*. v = y\q ( where v* = yjzw/p is
shear-stress velocity). It is remarkable that this value is equal to 'gasdynamic' local Reynolds
number at point where induced eddies are originated yoruor / v = u+

or y\r =( y+
orf- Using this

relationship. y\q = (y*Or )2 and combining expressions for field and velocity profiles, we can
derive expression for estimating position of origination point

H
eq

pv
(6)

This expression shows that location of the origination point is independent of flow conditions.
Knowing y\r value and accounting for boundary conditions, one can calculate the other

parameters of velocity profile. Nitrogen can be used as example of ideal gas (at t = 0°C, P =
0.1 MPa, p = 1.25 kg/m3, v = 1 33x 105m2/s). We can determine for it: Heq pv = 1100, &fr v
= 339 , a2 = -3.144 , b2 = u\or = y\r =5.06, y\q = 25.6 , u\q = 13.25 This theoretical result
conforms to experimental data fairly well (Table 1).Equilibrium value of Reynolds number is
reduced more than three times: (@eq / v ) I ( u\qy*eq ) = 1100 /339 =3.245. This value must
coincide with logarithm of distance from the wall for equilibrium point: C=\ny+

eq =ln 25.6 =
3.243 ( see Tabl.l)

For the experimental velocity profile, the slope factor of the third section is a half of the
second one: 63 = 0.5 b2. This result is also predictable theoretically by accounting for
approximate equality of a3 and u*or since both of them relate to flow velocity near the wall.
So a? = u\r = b2 = y\r-

Tablel
Comparison of the theoretical and experimental parameters of the universal

velocity profile for nitrogen at normal conditions

Parameters

Theoretical
Experimental

a2

-3,144
-3.05

a3

5.06
5.50

b2

5.06
5.00

bs
2.53
2.50

5.06
5.00

/ o r

5,06
5.00

y+eq

25,6
30

u\q

13,25
14

(Pfr-'V
339
420

The higher experimental magnitudes of y*eq, , u eq, and &fr v than theoretical ones are
obtained due to smooth transition between intermediate and turbulent parts. Theoretical
prediction for those parameters at experimental value y*or = 5 is: yeq = 25 , u+

eq= 13 , 0fr / v
= 325. We shall use the magnitude of y\q = 25 for further analysis due to its convenience.

Theoretical universal velocity profiles for some media are shown in Fig. 1. Profiles of argon
and helium coincide rather well with that of nitrogen which conforms to experiment. But
profiles for hydrogen and water differ noticeably from the others especially in the region c. In
order to clarify the reason for this scattering, the effect of applied field has to be considered.

Critical value of Reynolds number is determined through the flow parameters while
actually it depends on friction. That points to the certain relation between these phenomena.
To examine this interrelation, we may determine critical value of Reynolds number when
turbulence is originated by mass flow along a canal. If nitrogen is taken as example and the
number is based upon diameter and average velocity, the theoretical result for applied field
turns out to be twice higher than for friction one: Red.cr,apPi

=4430 (eq.(3)), Red.cr,fr
= 2//eq/ pv.=

2200 [3,4]. The calculations shows that the mode of initial field changes from friction to
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applied one just at the critical point where //v=//e<1 and //&= 2//eq but the real factor of
Reynolds number rise amounts only to 1.5 instead of 2.0. The reason for this transformation is
shown in Fig.2. It exhibits the behavior of initial and induced field strength as functions of the
nondimensional distance from the tube wall when nitrogen is taken again as medium showing
the best agreement with experiment. It is seen that the slope of both graphs changes at
equilibrium point ^ = 2 5 . This change corresponds to enlargement of friction field flux from
0r

eq/C to <2>+«,. that seems to be quite reasonable. With this flux, the strength //& = 2//eq is
reached at critical point y*a=ey*<xp6i ( where e is the basis of natural logarithm). The
equilibrium value of induced field strength and critical magnitude of Reynolds number are also
attained at this point. Because Reynolds number is based on axial velocity in this case, it means
that 'large' vortexes stir the flow well making the velocity profile rather uniform.

100 Y* 1000 y* 125 625

Fig. 1 Theoretical universal velocity profiles
without account for effect of applied field
a- laminar sublayer; b- intermediate zone;

c- turbulent zone; 1- argon; 2- helium;
3- nitrogen; 4- hydrogen; 5 - water

Fig.2 Field strength and Reynolds number
as functions of distance from the wall
1-initial field created by friction at R+< ey\q

and by mass flow at R+> ey+
eq, 2-induced

vortex; 3-Reynolds number in the
intermediate zone; 4 - Reynolds number
based on axis velocity.

Another remarkable conversions take place just at the critical point: the flux of induced
eddies falls down from 0*^ / 2 to 0*^ I2C and the friction initial field gives the way to
applied one. The conversion of flux causes the corresponding inflection of velocity and field
strength profiles. Again the difference between the strength of initial (applied) and induced
fields becomes constant AH=H^ at Hv > //eq (Fig.2).

During the transformation of initial field when nondimensional radius rises from ya= eyeq

to ( ^eq)15, the Reynolds number based upon axial velocity increases two times Just this
transformation causes the steep rise of friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number
above the critical point. But at the same time, the average velocity gradually decreases owing
to less intensive flow stirring by turbulent eddies having the reduced flux. As a result, the
Reynolds number based on average velocity increases in this interval only by a factor of 1.5
(Fig.2). The same increase experiences also the friction coefficient fcr,2/'fcr.i = Rê cr.2 /Re</.cr,/=
1.5. [8]. Subscripts ' 1 ' and '2' are used because the point (yeq)1'5 is actually the second critical
one. The drastic change of friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number takes place at
this point. The function is described at Re<i > Red,cr,2 by the following expression [4].
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(7)

Factor K accounts for effect of average velocity. Its theoretical value is found to be K= 1.762
[4].The equation (7) is reduced to Prandtl's formula when j>+eq=25 and K= 1.5.

Exactly the conversion of initial field mode specifies the universality of velocity profile in
tube since there must be 2-fold rise of induced eddies field strength during the transformation.
This ratio determines the position of y ^ regardless of the flowing medium [4]

2.5\ny*-\
— q = 2.0 (8)Hfr,cr,i ytqe ^

The equation gives: _y+
eq=24.692 = 25. Knowing this value and accounting for boundary

conditions, one can derive: y+
m= (y+eq)°5 = b2 = 263 = a3 = 4.969 = 5.0. The results obtained is

in fair agreement with experiment. Equilibrium strength of eddies field for nitrogen suits well
to transition conditions while parameters of vortexes in other media experience some deviation
from equilibrium. Theoretical critical value of Reynolds number amounts to Red,cr,i

= 2139 that
is slightly less than experimental one Re<i,exp= 2300. The difference can be caused by vortexes
and stirring lack of perfection.

Theoretical prediction of friction coefficient allows heat transfer to be estimated also
using the analogy between momentum and heat transfer if mechanism of these processes
is identical. [1]

3.2 Electric arc discharge
Turbulent eddies development in high-temperature flows is assumed to occur at the

expense of thermal energy. The applied mass-vortex field caused by flow along a duct can play
the main role in such a case. Intensively blown electric arc discharge can be taken as example
of free turbulence controlled by the applied field. This initial field caused by flow along an arc
specifies distribution of the secondary mass-vortex field in the centre of its column. And in
this case again, the self-field of induced turbulent eddies suppresses the initial applied field
down to equilibrium value, but the size of their flux isn't restricted and conforms with
equilibrium intensity of total field @v = Heq / p.. The flux is independent of flow conditions
but is affected by temperature due to involving density p. Owing to intensive heat supply,
kinetic energy of induced eddies tries to acquire maximal possible level limited by sonic
velocity. Therefore at Hv<Heq, velocity of eddy central bore attains the sonic level vo= a.
Then the radius of central orifice equals

yo= <Z\. a = Heq'pa. (9)

This parameter specifies the value of other ones:
Induction of the vortex central part Bv,0 which amounts to doubled frequency of this part
rotation/^

V 2 f (10)
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The total induction of vortex is n times higher than at central part

Bv=7dBv, o
 = pa/Heq; (11)

External size of the eddy follows from equation Hv = Heq\viyjy$ and amounts to

ym=yoe eq=(Heq/pa)e ee>.

Energy of the vortex at Hv < Heq

Wv = BMv /2 = (pa2/ 2){HJHeq) (12)

At equilibrium conditions Wv = B^iv / 2 = /x/2 / 2. And this value remains the same with
further enhancement of field strength due to restriction by sonic velocity. Therefore at Hv>Heq,
vortex induction Bv decreases with enhancement of Hv.

Bv=pc?IHv. (13)

This relation determines the form of other quantities at Hv>Heq,,:
Induction of the central vortexes bore and its size

= pa2 lnHv (14)

05)
pa

H 'H i
e
nv"eq LJ IJ

HIM \l v CQ
External radius of the eddy is defined as ym = yoe

 v eq = . Velocity of
pa

internal bore rotation and enthalpy pulsation Ah decrease with field strength enhancement
HV .

Ah = v2
0 2 = {a212) {H^HJ. (16)

The decrease is connected with the dependence of vortexes field relative permeability JLK on
its strength /^/zo= Mo+ X= &* I H*= P?IH2* Here xiS t n e 'vortisability' for the vortex field
(similarly to magnetisability ). At equilibrium conditions, /^ - pa21 £i.oH2

eq but it decreases
with rising Hv The vortisability is negative at H2

V >pa2.
The strength of vortex field Hv rises with that of applied one which for its part increases

with the radius of discharge column in the case of longitudinally blown arc. In such a case, the
vortex external size rises rapidly along the radius and bumps into the canal wall. That causes
the restriction of vortexes size at the periphery of arc column.

The above consideration has shown that four different zones of vortexes field
behavior can exist along the radius of turbulent electric arc: 1-the region of rising strength
of applied field from Happi = 0 to Happi = Heq / 2 ; . 2- the region of rising field of
induced eddies from Hv=0 to Hv=Heqt, (Happi is increased from Hec, I 2 to 2Heq in this
region); 3- the region of decreasing induction of the eddies field entailing decrease of
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temperature pulsation and velocity of rotation. 4- the region of the vortexes external size
restriction.

Because the eddies energy is contained in their field, we may try to apply an effective
enthalpy increment Ahe{. as a main parameter of heat transfer process. If this increment could
be determined as function of temperature and intensity of applied field, we would be able to
simulate theoretically turbulent discharges using iteration procedure.

The above conclusions can be compared with experiment from [7] where temperature
instability was measured in a turbulent argon arc. Unfortunately velocity field was not
examined in the experiment and direct determination of the vortex field is impossible. However
there is possibility to estimate the vortex field parameters from experiment by means of
determining relations between them and heat transfer mechanisms. Energy for the vortexes
development is taken from Joule dissipation and divergence of heat fluxes caused by
convection, conduction , and radiation The total power consumed by turbulence per unit

volume Qtwb relates to its heat transfer rate g ^ « y/2pAhej-. The relation may be defined

as Ahe{- Qtwb/pfnse where 1 / ftix specifies time needed for pAhef development taking
energy from the source QiWb • Appropriate assumption is /„«; =fo- Then an expression for f0

can be obtained

P \<lturb)

This equation together with eqs. (14), (16) give expression for vortexes field strength.

And enthalpy pulsation can be obtained from eqs. (16), (18)

2 p2 \qturb)

On assumption that convective heat transfer can be neglected and electric field strength E is
independent of radius, the quantities <3W,, Qturb can be derived from the experimental profile
of average temperature using data on properties as function of temperature. The experiments
in [7] were carried out with cascade arc burned in a tube with inner diameter <i=10mm at
current 7=65A and argon flow rate G=l.l g/sec . The flow regime conforms to "cold"
Reynolds number (20°C) 1.07xl05 which complies with turbulent stream.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results is given in Fig.3. The distribution
of different zones is specified by the vortex field strength (Fig.3a). It is seen that the free
induced eddies are initiated at r«0.25mm and equilibrium value Hv=\ .837x10"2kg/ms
corresponds to r~1.0mm where Happ/=2Heq. So linear profile provides Happi=0.5Heq at
r=0.25mm. This result complies to obtained in cold flow and shows that induced eddies arrive
at initial field strength H=0.5Heq in any case. Turbulent heat flux must be also originated at
r=0.25mm. and it is confirmed by Fig.3b. It is seen that at r«1.0mm
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Turbulent heat transfer is less than
conductive one at r<\0 mm but it becomes
dominant at r>1.0mm in-spite of Ah rapid
fall in this region. The experimental Ah is in
good agreement with the theoretical
prediction (Fig.3c). Since Ah relates to
velocity of the turbulent eddies central part
rotation, this result shows that pulsation of
kinetic energy is unable to explain the
domination of turbulent heat transfer in this
region and total field energy contained in the
destroying vortexes must be taken into
account. The beginning of forth zone is
indicated by the inflection of vortexes field
strength in Fig.3a ( r = 2.0 - 2.25mm )

The expressions obtained above can be
useful for the purpose of turbulent arcs
theoretical modelling. The key factor is the
enthalpy Ahe{ which can be obtained from
following equation

10

kg/ms

6

4

2

0

qxlO"6,
W/m 2

a)

= p/0A/y (20)

Knowing Ahef. enables us to find coefficient
of turbulent thermal conductivity

* l (21)

The profiles obtained on assumption of
laminar flow can be applied as initial and
they can be recalculated then numerically
using turbulent coefficients together with
the molecular ones. Some difficulty can
arrive in the fourth zone of vortexes size
restriction where disagreement between
the two forms of effective enthalpy was
revealed but this problem can be solved by

1.4 r

1.2
Ah. 1 0

MJ/kg'

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
0.0

c)

0.5 1.0 15
r,mm

2.0 2.5 3.0

Fig.3 Profiles of turbulence parameters in
argon arc, /= 65A, G=7.7g/s, d= 10mm.
a) Field strength of induced eddies
b) Heat transfer rates \-q,otai,\ 2-qcond;,3-qturb

c) Enthalpy pulsation in turbulent argon arc
1-theoretical profile (eq. (20) with
restriction v2

0 / 2 = a2 I 2 at the second
zone); 2 - experimental profile

applying appropriate corrections
It is of interest that Hv exhibits a linear dependence on radius (Fig.3a). In accordance

with eq.(3) this relation conforms to the uniform distribution of mass flow-rate across the arc
column pu= const. For the considered experiment, pu= 67.5kg/m2s or « 70% of the average
value. This relationship can greatly facilitate turbulent arcs modelling. Such a distribution is
perhaps caused by vibration of the arc column as a whole in the turbulent flow.

Theoretical simulation of turbulent arcs would be also useful for modelling cold flows.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A new hypothesis of existing a special vortex field which is created at mass movement is

proposed. Some general relations are derived theoretically for this field: value of basic
('vacuum') permeability; conditions of turbulent eddies origination, and critical value of
Reynolds number. Equilibrium value of mass-vortex field strength for ideal gas is found to be
independent of gas kind and temperature being determined only by pressure.

Some aspects of turbulent flows near walls and in blown electric arc discharge were
considered to verify the hypothesis for cold and hot flows. The universal velocity profile and
friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number were derived theoretically for cold flow.
Four different zones of eddies behavior were found to exist in longitudinally blown electric arc
discharge. The obtained relationships seem to be useful for turbulent arcs theoretical
modelling.

The validation has shown that the hypothesis finds experimental confirmation. But special
physical and numerical experiments are necessary for further development of turbulence theory
on the basis of considered hypothesis.
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